Engineering and design considerations for next-generation snakebite antivenoms.
Snakebite envenoming is a devastating Neglected Tropical Disease, the treatment of which has seen relatively little innovation since the invention of antivenom serotherapy in 1894. Current antivenoms have been and continue to be invaluable in saving thousands of lives. However, these medicines are associated with a number of drawbacks pertaining to availability, safety, and efficacy. Fortunately, with the advent of novel methodologies, such as antibody discovery technologies, high-throughput drug discovery approaches, and improved methods for protein engineering, we are starting to see scientific advances in the field. This review presents relevant engineering and design considerations for exploiting these methodologies to develop next-generation antivenoms with improved safety, efficacy, and affordability. The pros and cons of different treatment modalities are discussed with regards to immunogenicity, the suitability of preclinical efficacy assays, availability of discovery methods, economic viability of production schemes, and possible regulatory approval paths.